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Setting up the environment
 Download and install ROS from the following link :
http://www.ros.org/wiki/electric/Installation/Ubuntu
 We have to download the android sdk from the following
source :
http://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html
 Download eclipse from
http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/
 Download the Eclipse IDE for Java Developers
 Install the ADT Plugin by following the following tutorial
http://developer.android.com/sdk/eclipse-adt.html

Setting up Rosjava


Rosjava : implementation of ROS in java



Ideal if :


Need of an interaction with prior java libraries



Important for android development since it’s based on Java



Building system is ant



To download rosjava, go to the following link : https://rosjava.googlecode.com/hg/



To run the rosjava publisher/subscriber, we run the following

rosrun rosjava_bootstrap run.py rosjava_tutorial_pubsub org.ros.tutorials.pubsub.Talker
__name:=Talker
rosrun rosjava_bootstrap run.py
__name:=Listener



rosjava_tutorial_pubsuborg.ros.tutorials.pubsub.Listener

Talker is a publisher node that will continuously broadcast a message, in this case a
hello_world string message. Listener is a subscriber node that listens to the messages
sent by the publisher node

How to write an android
application using rosjava
 Create an android project and in it a file
MainActivity.java
 In this file, you should start by including RosActivity
which is an activity that is adapted to ROS. An activity
being a single task that the user can do
 We initialize the constructor by calling the RosActivity
constructor
 We also overwrite the method onCreate(…), the method
init(…) that starts the camera and gets all the
components and the method onTouchEvent(…) which
defines the reaction to a new motion event

Connecting desktop computer to
android device
 Heavy computing needed to do the image processing
computation
-> Connect the android phone to the desktop computer to
do image processing on it
1) Matching objets

2) Color tracking

Matching objects
 Three components :
 Detector : detects keypoints by identifying candidate locations
and scales that can be repeatably assigned under differing
views of the same object
 Descriptor : consists on calculating a descriptor that is
invariant as possible to remaining variations, such as change in
illumination. That computes an unique fingerprint for each
keypoint.
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Figure
7: Apublication:
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distinctive
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at each image sample point in a region around the keypoint location, as shown on the left. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid circle. These samples are then accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the contents over 4x4 subregions, as shown on the right, with
the length of each arrow corresponding to the sum of the gradient magnitudes near that direction within
the region. This figure shows a 2x2 descriptor array computed from an 8x8 set of samples, whereas
the experiments in this paper use 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sample array.

 Matching: The best candidate match for each keypoint is found
by identifying its nearest neighbor in the database of
keypoints. The nearest neighbor is defined as the keypoint with
minimum Euclidean distance for the invariant descriptor vector
6.1

Descriptor representation

SIFT
 Scale-invariant feature transform is an algorithm in
computer vision that detects and describes the local
features in images. Published by David Lowe in 1999.
 Application used here is in object recognition and
matching objects
 Basically, for any image, interesting points can be
extracted to provide a feature description or a signature
of that object. This signature can be used to detect the
object in an image after.

Color Tracking
 Basic idea : computing image first and second image moments
 Pre-requisite on the image : converting it from RGB space to
HSV space to make it more invariant to illumination changes
 Then we compute spatial (first order) moment and central
moment (second order moment)
 We compute then the central position
Central position = first order moment / second order moment
 We then draw a line from this position to the last one
remembered

Demonstration of how it works
live
Matching Objects

Demonstration of how it works
live
Color tracking

Conclusion and future works
 Got the android application to work and the video
channel connection to work between the desktop
computer and the android device
 Got the image processing techniques : matching objects
and color tracking to work on the desktop computer
 Future work : on board computation since images are
heavy to transport on the wireless channel but lack of
computation power and memory on the phone
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